Product Datasheet
ELD and DVIR Solution
for HOS Compliance
The Department of Transportation’s Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) imposes
strict hours of service regulations on drivers who
operate commercial motor vehicles to ensure they
are alert and able to drive safely. Keeping up with
these regulations while running your business can be
daunting, so the SkyBitz ELD solution is here to track
Hours-of-Service (HOS) for you and keep your fleet
compliant while operating more safely and efficiently.
And unlike solutions that only provide ELD and DVIR,
SkyBitz also delivers fleet tracking and management
information critical to running an efficient business.

Key Features & Benefits
• Optimize your workload management
• Delivers fleet tracking data so you know
where your vehicles are all the time
• Make sure no driver is overworked or
underutilized

• Keep detailed records of fleet activity
and diagnostics
• Time zone and daylight savings
management
• Get easy-to-create documentation for
Driver-Vehicle Inspection Reports (DVIR)

• Driver video training
• Enjoy fast and easy installation

Avoid Hours-of-Service violations with an FMCSA
certified ELD solution from SkyBitz. The solution
helps fleet managers and drivers become compliant
with the HOS mandate through automatic creation
and storage of driver records.
With easy-to-use software by SkyBitz, moving from
paper logs to electronic logs is painless. Its native
Android application has an intuitive driver interface
with a guided workflow. The app comes preloaded
on a removable, mountable tablet with a large color
touchscreen.

• Make paperwork disappear

• Access records instantly —
from any device, anywhere

Meet the Mandate
with SkyBitz E-Logs.

Automate Your
Fleet’s Compliance.
Electronic logs monitor your fleet for HOS violations
so you can’t lose track. E-logs give you a more
accurate record of how long your drivers have been
spending on the road—in addition to the GPS fleet
tracking technology that lets you know where they’ve
gone. SkyBitz optimizes the process of keeping
driver logs and makes the paperwork disappear.
Additionally, fear of audits is eliminated because
all of the information required is quickly and easily
available.

ELDs Improve
Road Safety.
SkyBitz ELDs will help prevent fatigued drivers
from getting behind the wheel, therefore reducing
accidents caused by exhaustion. Reduced paperwork
and better driver utilization helps keep drivers
compliant and less likely to have accidents.
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Empower Your
Drivers with ELD.
SkyBitz knows that if the driver feels confident in
using the ELD software, this will translate to fewer
violations and better reporting accuracy. That is why
the SkyBitz ELD solution is easy to use and driver
friendly. The solution features:
• Guided driver workflow
• Color oriented driver hours availability graph
Plus with SkyBitz, the driver knows how many hours
are available to them before they sign On Duty.

ELD Reports for
Efficient Management
Include:
HOS Availability Report: Know which drivers to
dispatch and when with real-time hours availability.
Log Report: Review each driver’s individual log,
make edits and print multiple logs.
HOS Violation Report: See any and all violations.
Violations can be sorted by type to show safety
personnel which violation occurrence is happening
most often. Identify where additional driver training
may be necessary.
Conflicts Report: Identify omissions and
inconsistencies in a driver’s log and resolve them to
prevent violations.
Missing Miles Report: Identify miles where no driver
was logged in and resolve them to prevent violations.
Exceptions Report: See which drivers are taking
exceptions to ensure drivers are taking appropriate
exceptions.
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Improve Workload
Management.

Powered by a
Proven Platform.

With SkyBitz’ ELD solution, not only will your drivers
be compliant but dispatchers and operations
managers will have Hours-of-Service data in real-time
which will assist in making critical decisions. SkyBitz
ensures that no one is underutilized and no one is
over-scheduled. Complying with HOS regulations is
easier when you can improve your scheduling and
make the most of the hours your fleet is allowed to
spend on the road.

The SkyBitz ELD solution is powered by eFleetSuite,
ISE Fleet Services’ commercial grade compliance
application. By partnering with ISE Fleet Services,
the SkyBitz ELD solution leverages decades
of transportation technology expertise and a
configurable end-to-end solution to manage
drivers’ hours-of-service and vehicle maintenance
compliance, which results in running a safer, more
profitable operation.

Keep Your Vehicles
Road-Worthy with
Electronic DVIR.

GPS Fleet
Management Included.

Carriers are responsible for ensuring that their
vehicles and equipment are roadworthy. With SkyBitz
Driver-Vehicle Inspection Reports (DVIR), pre-trip and
post-trip inspections can be completed quickly and
easily. SkyBitz DVIR features:

Beyond a solution for compliance, SkyBitz delivers
the activity and GPS tracking features businesses
need. SkyBitz provides full visibility of your vehicles,
drivers and assets to help improve productivity
and the bottom line. Fleet operators can easily get
visibility into vehicle location, fuel usage, speed and
mileage through real-time automated reporting.

• DVIR integrated in the driver’s workflow, so no
“forgetting” to do it.
• Extensive default inspection checklist that is also
fully customizable.
• Asset Utilization Report based on DVIR which
enables better decisions regarding when and
where to schedule routine maintenance.
• Inspection Report, useable by mechanics to see
what needs to be repaired, with the ability to
update what has been repaired. The mechanics’
repair information is provided to the driver in the
next pre-trip inspection.
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